
CL is more flexible couz it is based on the precedents. ○

CL: follow the previous cases, search justice and truth within the precedents. •

Civil Law: follow statues, so search justice and truth with in it. •

CL V CIVIL 

Codified: limit it what he thought was necessary. 

Complied: Solve the conflict and fight and determine some sort of system for doing so. 

Compiled and codified by Emperor Justinian in the 6th C AD○

CORP JURIS CIVILS•

Roman Law couz impoverished and vulgarized, survived mainly in form of custom ○

Barbarian look over. Survived more and more in customary law system. ○

Consequence: legal unity○

BARBARIAN INVASIONS •

Rediscovered by the accident by student of uni○

In the middle the original text and around it glossators. Additional info. About the codes. 

Glossators: their own commentary over the code. ○

Added their own explanation = developing body of doctrine. ○

Study code ○

Justinian code. ○

MEDIAEVAL ROMAN LAW IN 12TH C •

Civil law: Roman Law ○

Rediscoved and made the basis for legal instruction in 11th C. ○

Europe adopt it to contemporary needs; Canon○

Formed basis of a shared body of legal though common to most Europe. 

Middle ages: Civil and Canon, learned in most uni ○

Offered legal principles and rules invested with the authorities of ancient Roman and Canon of distinguished jurists 
and made comprehensive legal codes providing substantive and procedural law for all situation. 

○

Came into practice throughout Europe○

Early Modern Period: Scholar tried to disparate legal provision + local customary laws, and bring them into harmony 
with rational principle of civil + natural law. 

○

SUMMER: •

ROMAN LAW [CIVIL LAW]

Before the code, France didn't have a single set of laws○

Forward looking approach. 

Liability, quality and quantity - made a need law. ○

Traditional ○

PPl can read, understand and apply the law 

Civil language was written that was accessible to the ordinary ppl ○

New law; break the past and make a new start. ○

FRANCE •

1500 C○

Roman law still apply but was restricted by the common law ○

Wanted to conti. The past and project it into the future. ○

1800 C to draft Civil code. ○

Not plain language

BGB (Civil Code by and for law professional) not address to ordinary ppl ○

GERMANY•

Court are only have power to apply the law not make it.   ○

Civil law: no case law, the code is the only rule. •

Not always the main characteristic but indicator •

Judges are specialized knowledge and expertise. ○

Diff. legal system ○

Court are setup to deal with specialised subject. •

Complication•
Codification: systematic order•

RECEPTION OF JUS COMMUNE IN EURO LEGAL SYSTEM 

Distinction between Codes and mere compilations•
Strict separation of powers, only legislature could make law•
Provisions have a high degree of generality and abstractness in the formulation of the legal rules and principles embodied in
the code

•

CODE AND CODIFICATION 

European Civil Law
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Judge can only interpret an apply law, cannot turn to books, articles by legal scholars or to prior judicial decisions○

the code

Fundamental division in all civil law systems is between private and public law•

SUBSTANTIVE LAW

CIVIL LAW SYSTEM CL SYSTEM

Requirement to enter into k cause consideration

3rd Party enforcing K Can enforce Can’t enforce 

Revocation of offer 
Offer is binding •
Can't revoke the offer after being given a 
specific dead line. 

•

Reasonable time•
Has to be communicated•

Can’t Revoke the offer before the acceptance 

Breach of k and fault Fault (intention/negligent) is required to award 
damages

Fault is not required. 

Notice of default Required 
Reasonable time •
In case of late performance of contract •
Expect the performance in certain period 
of time 

•

Required only in case of performance.  

P lawyer sue and ask for remedies and damages 

Send the D reminder that they have made a crime and they have reasonable amount of time to pay 
the damages. 

□
Put the D at fault. 

No different between trial and pre-trail ○

Ask the parties Q. and find evidence 

Judge act as an examiner. ○

Not allowed to talk to the witness outside of the court. 

Not reliable 

Memory is not always good. So not fair to rely on the Memory couz it's inconsistence. 

Lawyers have not witnesses, court appoint the witness. ○

Parties can't cross examine the witness 

No cross examination ○

INQUISITORIAL SYSTEM [CIVIL]•

Examine the substance evidence of the other party. 

Requires a pre-trail couz it's a jury trail ○

Lawyers have an identify the evidence.○

Judges examine the evidence 

Evidence will go back and front between lawyers and judge○

Can have evidence. ○

ADVERSARIAL SYSTEM [CL]•

PROCEDURAL LAW

Role of judge is to decide case according to the truth - Seek truth ○

identifies legal and factual issues○

Have to consider facts, the real q. and both sides ○

important function of  exploring and sifting evidence○

s144 German Code of Criminal Procedure - Can go to the place where the crime was taken place and see for 
themselves



S86: Can visit location of evidence

Sometime has to start own investigation. ○

Judge is certain figure ○

Judge decide the law and fact ○

Judge applies law○

Anonymity: the condition of being anonymous

General rule of unanimity and anonymity. ○

CIVIL LAW SYSTEM •

Decide based on the presentation of the parties ○

Deciding which parties presentation was better.○

Judge decide/create the law○

Judge don't have to find the facts, lawyer do that. 

CL SYSTEM •

ROLE OF JUDGES
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Judge not responsible for getting “at the truth”

Judge don't have to find the facts, lawyer do that. ○

Judges are seen as father figure. ○

Case law is not the primary source but can be persuasive. ○

Any Q. that is raised have to be based on the codes

Close system ○

Court interpret and apply the law ○

Don’t have any binding precedent, but case law is persuasive ○

Jurisprudence constant: Doctrine and quite about taking past decision into account only when it is constant 
agreement. 

○

CIVIL LAW SYSTEM •

Case law primary source ○

Court create law ○

Stare decisis ○

Gives insights into what is happening can be considered 

Don't use minorities cases on appeal ○

CL SYSTEM •

PRECEDENTS

Starts with legal norm that is contained into the legislation ○

Conclusion through deduction ○

Conceptual approach ○

What does P want 

One the bases of what legal norm can s/he get it. 

Q ○

Jump straight to the conclusion 

More pragmatic ○

Look at the circumstance they are given ○

CIVIL LAW SYSTEM •

Start with the actual case and compare similar legal issue/ look at the precedent of the legal issue○

Study of case law ○

Distinction/application of precedent. ○

What does the P want 

Find the norm. 

On bases of which legal principle established in which case can he get it? 

Q○

Read the cases and examine the legal principle that is underlying the certain principle. ○

Need more information on the particular circumstance to determine if the facts will suffice the element. 

Look at all the circumstance. ○

Help the judge to find the truth. ○

CL SYSTEM •

LAWYERS 

Principle of contractual freedom•

Correcting “escape clause“ not considered for BGB○

Pacta sunt servanda = agreements must be kept (legal certainty)•

Para 242 BGB allows considerable judicial flexibility in adjusting the contents of the relationship between parties○

Volkswagen case BGH (1952) 7 JZ 145○

Metalscrap case, OLG Brehmen, NJW 1963, 1455○

Civil law requires for contracts to be performed in Good Faith•

Para 313(1) BGB allows, upon application, the judicial rewriting of contracts where circumstances that formed the 
basis of the contract have changed significantly.

○

Act of Modernisation of the Law of Obligations, 01.01.2002•

GERMAN DOCTRINE OF GOOD FAITH
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